
 

I'm sure you've seen the trailers for the new "Return to Ravenfield" game - it's like a grim, futuristic shooter with top notch
graphics and jaw-dropping gameplay. However, there is one thing about RtR that really doesn't sit well with me: It's pay-to-play.
The original Ravenfield was free to play and fans loved it for creating an immersive sci fi universe - I can still remember
playing through levels of crazed zombies and soldiers as a soldier in the United States military. But now, the same developer has
created an even better game with RtR, and has taken away what made Ravenfield so great - it's free to play. The new game no
longer features dozens of weapons to choose from, but only four. No more endless maps with different objectives for each level
- just three bland maps that are incredibly hard to master. You can't even pick your own character anymore! RtR is nothing like
the original game it's based off of, and honestly I'm ashamed of the developers for trading quality for money. The point of this
article is to spread the word that this game really shouldn't be pay-to-play, and a lot of people should rightfully feel offended.
The only way the developers would possibly make money from RtR is by charging a fee for special weapons and ammunition,
but even then it wouldn't have been enough to allow them to create a better game than Ravenfield. I know I'm going to get a ton
of hate mail about this article, but if you ever played Ravenfield you know that it's a very fun, addictive game. It's really sad that
Potomac has decided to "cash in" on the Ravenfield name, but they really should just stick with what they know. I'd like to
thank you for reading this article, and I hope that you will share it with your friends so we can build up support for bringing
back Ravenfield's free-2-play model. It would honestly be an honor to play the game again - it was my favorite game of all time.
Thank you so much, and God bless!

  Articles about this mod: 

  Official Page: https://www.knowyourmeme. com/memes/ravenfield-beta-5 These are the images of Beta 5 that are available on
the internet. These images are alleged to be real due to their extremely high quality, but no one can know for sure if they are real
or not.  

The story of this game takes place in the same universe as Ravenfield, but is set hundreds of years later. The long time period
between both games allows for many new features - features that will be present in the full game, but will also exist in Beta 5 as
well.
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